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Abstract

To properly design equipment that handles bulk solids, it is considerably important to be familiar
with their fundamental properties, since the flow of these materials is subjected to a series of instabilities
that can make processing them impossible. These fundamental properties can be obtained with shear
testers. Therefore, this thesis has the objective of gaining knowledge on the tests performed with the
Schulze ring shear tester RST-XS.s and the results obtained.

In the first part of this work, five pharmaceutical powders (flow function coefficient from 2.2 to
19.5 at pre-consolidation stress of 1kPa) are analyzed by the RST-XS.s using two shear cells (XS-
Mr, XS-SV3) and two wall friction cells (XS-MW, XS-WL0). The purpose is to select which cells
most accurately predict how these materials flow through different hoppers. The data obtained was
treated mathematically according to Mehos[1] and validated by discharging the powders through hoppers
with varying wall angles (15◦ to 45◦). Results showed that the most adequate cells to characterize
pharmaceutical powders are XS-Mr and XS-WL0.

In the second part, ten more powders with different pharmaceutical functions are analyzed to better
understand the output from the RST-XS.s. Results showed that flowability must not be evaluated solely
by the FFC ratio, and should consider other parameters such as particle shape and size distribution.

Finally, in the third part of this study, five pharmaceutical blends varying in active concentration (0
- 60 %(w/w)) were manufactured. After characterizing the blends, tablets were produced at different
tableting conditions (varying feeder and turret speed) and a weight variation test was performed.
Results showed small relative standard deviations, suggesting that these formulations are adequate for
tableting with the Active Principal Ingredient used. Further investigations on the matter are suggested.
Keywords: Ring Shear Tester, Flowability, Shear Cell, Wall Friction Cell, Tableting.

1. Introduction

Many tests have been developed along the years to
assess the flowability of bulk solids. [2] For example,
the angle of repose test consists in pouring powder
through a funnel placed above a plaque, forming
a pile of loose powder, and measuring the slope of
this pile. This plaque may have a lateral elevation
to create a layer of powder and eliminate any pos-
sible interference that the plaque could have in the
results. This angle can also be determined by mea-
suring the angle of the pile of dust that remains in a
container with a small opening on the bottom or by
measuring a dynamic angle which is measured in a
rotating cylinder. This last method is the least re-
liable one for materials with worse flowability. For
instance, cohesive materials wouldn’t flow continu-
ously but in small avalanches.[3]

Carr’s index and Hausner’s ratio are indicators
for the compressibility of a powder and are based on
the influence of adhesive inter-particle interactions
on the bulk density, ρb0, and relate this density with
the density of the powder after compaction, ρT . A

Carr’s index of 0 or a Hausner’s ratio of 1 indicate
that the bulk solid under study is uncompressible,
which corresponds to the best flowability possible.
The bigger these values, the worse the flowability.

Other examples of empirical tests that are done
are the measurement of the time of discharge of a
bulk solid through a hopper with a small opening
or the determination of the minimum size of the
opening of the hopper through which there is flow of
matter. For the first test, the smaller the discharge
time, the better the flowability. For the second test,
the minimum diameter of the opening of the hopper
becomes an indicator for the flowability.[4][2]

Indeed, none of these techniques can be used to
predict what will happen in practical applications,
since theese tests do not simulate the necessary con-
ditions. They may only be used to draw a compar-
ison between samples, ordering them according to
their flowability.

Today’s equipment for shear testing is based on
Jenike’s shear tester and allows the measurement of
powders’ fundamental properties while the material
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is under a consolidation stress that simulates the
stresses existing in practical applications, unlike the
other techniques described above.

Some other testers used throughout the history
worth mentioning are the Warren Spring-Bradford
cohesion tester, used to determine a value of cohe-
sion of a powder that can be qualitatively compared
to the values obtained for other powders [2][5]; the
uniaxial compression test, in which the powder is
pre-consolidated in a confined space and afterwards
is compressed again, while being unconfined, un-
til the point of incipient flow (the same as fail-
ure for a normal solid) [2][6]; the monoaxial shear
tester, which is similar to the uniaxial compression
tester, but after consolidating, a force is applied in
the horizontal direction until the point of incipi-
ent flow [2][7]; the torsional shear tester, in which
the sample is contained in a cylindrical cell and a
vertical force is applied to the sample through a
round lid with a roughened surface that rotates at
a constant speed, allowing the measurement of the
torque (MM ). [2][7] The equipment that will be
used throughout this work, the ring shear tester, is
a rotational tester, just like the torsional tester.

The most relevant parts of this equipment are a
cell, where the powder sample is inserted with due
care, a lid that generally has a rough surface to
avoid slipping of the powder sample in the powder-
lid interface and vertical loading rod that fits in
the central axis of the lid, through which a vertical
stress, FN , is applied to the sample. This verti-
cal stress consolidates the bulk solid sample while
the basis of the powder cell rotates with a certain
rotating speed, ω, causing the bulk displacement as-
sociated with shear. The lid is connected to the tie
and push rods, which are connected to load sensors,
measuring the forces F1 and F2 necessary to coun-
teract the lid rotation. These forces F1 and F2 are
directly proportional to the shear stress, τ . [2][8]

The geometry of the cell and lid varies according
to the type of test to be performed.

1.0.1. Shear tests

The following information was processed from [9],
[2].

In a Yield Locus test, the equipment applies a
normal force FN via the loading rod on the cross-
beam of the lid, which is transmitted to the powder,
consolidating it. The bottom of the cell then rotates
clock-wise with a rotating speed of ω, generating a
shear stress within the bulk of the powder. The bot-
tom of the cell rotates until the shear stress value
is constant, i.e. a steady state has been achieved.
This is called the pre-consolidation state, where it is
possible to obtain a pair of values of normal (σ) and
shear (τ) stress, called the pre-shear point, where
the normal stress is the one applied and the shear

stress is the one at steady state. This first pre-
consolidation stage is necessary, since bulk solids’
history of consolidation influences the state of the
powder, because the particles rearrange with every
consolidation.

After achieving the steady state for the consolida-
tion tension, all stresses are reduced to zero, mean-
ing that the normal force applied is reduced to zero
and the rotation of the bottom of the cell is reversed
to the initial state.

From this point on, the second part of the test be-
gins. In this part, a normal force lower than the con-
solidation tension is applied to the powder until the
point of incipient flow. The equipment determines
the incipient flow point, which, once again, corre-
sponds to a pair of values of shear stress and nor-
mal tension, but this time, at incipient flow. This
point is called a Yield Locus. The Yield Locus can
be measured at various normal tensions (as long as
they are lower than the consolidation tension) and
a set of yield loci measured at different normal ten-
sions forms a yield locus curve.

RST-XS.s allows the measurement of various
Yield Loci per sample, which was a great achieve-
ment in collecting experimental data, as prior to
this equipment large amounts of samples would be
wasted, since only one Yield Locus point could be
obtained per sample.

1.0.2. Wall friction tests

The main purpose of the wall friction test is to as-
sess the tensions existing at the interface between
the powder and the wall. This ‘wall’ would be the
wall of the powder’s container in a real situation,
e.g. the internal wall of a storage silo.

In this test, the incipient flow of the powder is
not assessed. Only steady-states are obtained. The
functioning principle is the same as the Yield Lo-
cus test. A normal tension is applied with rotation
of the cell until a steady state is reached. The dif-
ference is that in this test, this normal tension is
reduced by increments, and for each normal ten-
sion applied, a steady state is attained, generating
a set of points which will form the wall yield locus
curve.

1.0.3. Motivation

It was mentioned before that the lack of knowledge
of powder rheological and physical properties of-
ten leads to poor equipment design and equipment
malfunction. There are two ways to approach these
problems: either re-designing the equipment, which
is very expensive, or optimizing the formulations
used, so that they are adequate for the equipment
used. This second option is the most common and
cost-effective.[10]

Shear cell testers have been widely used in the
pharmaceutical industry to characterize pharma-
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ceutical powders and guide the development and
optimization of formulations.
Throughout this work, a deeper understanding

of Schulze’s ring shear cell tester RST-XS.s will
be attained by analyzing different powders belong-
ing to different pharmaceutical functional groups.
Different pharmaceutical blends will be manufac-
tured and tested with RSE-XS.s. In order to bet-
ter understand the relationship between the rhe-
ological parameters obtained in shear testing and
tablet weight variation, a set of tablets will be pro-
duced with these blends and weight variation will be
assessed. A mathematical treatment model based
on the literature will be be developed to predict
whether pharmaceutical powders flow easily or not
during their processing stages.

2. Implementation
The present work has been divided in three parts:
in the first part, a selection of the most adequate
cells to work with in further studies is made; next, a
characterization of fifteen pharmaceutical powders
is made, which, besides helping to better under-
stand the way the equipment used works, will be
used in the future as part of a database for phar-
maceutical powders’ rheology; and finally, a char-
acterization of five blends is made, in order to un-
derstand how the rheological data obtained for the
blends relates with the final tablet attributes.

2.1. Part I - Cell characterization
Five pharmaceutical powders (Flow Function Co-
efficient ranging from 2.2 to 19.5 at a pre-
consolidation tension of 1 kPa) were selected: filler
1A (FMC Biopolymer), filler 2A (Meggle), filler 3
(Biogrund), binder 1A (Dow) and Active Principal
Ingredient (API) 1 (Hovione).
A Schulze Ring Shear Cell Tester (RST-XS.s)

with two shear cells (XS-Mr, XS-SV3) and two wall
friction cells (XS-MW, XS-WL0) was used to as-
sess these powders’ fundamental properties. In this
work, each powder was submitted to three shear
tests at different pre-consolidation tensions (see Ta-
ble 1).

Table 1: Vertical tensions applied during the three
yield locus tests performed with each cell to each
powder sample.

Test σpre (Pa) σsh (Pa)

1 1000 300 500 800 300

2 2000 400 1000 1600 400

3 3000 600 1500 2400 600

4* 500 200 300 400 200

* When necessary. Not possible with cell XS-SV3.

These tests were performed with an n=1, except

for API 1, for which an n=3 was used, to assess the
repeatability of the tests performed.

Wall yield locus tests were performed at a wall
normal stress (σw) ranging from 50 Pa to 1 kPa
with cell XS-WL0 and 250 Pa to 10 kPa with cell
XS-WM.

The data obtained from the ring shear tester were
treated mathematically according to Mehos[4] to
calculate the value of the minimum outlet diame-
ter that would allow mass flow in hypothetical hop-
pers, Bmin. This calculation allowed the prediction
of whether or not the powders would have mass
flow in hoppers with an opening of 4 cm and vary-
ing vertical wall angle (45◦, 30◦, 25◦ and 15◦). The
mathematical results were validated by discharging
the powders through hoppers with an opening di-
ameter of 4 cm and different wall angles (45◦, 30◦,
25◦ and 15◦).
The experimental data were also used to validate

the Warren-Spring equation, by fitting the equation
to the data and comparing the prediction of the
values of σ1 and σc to those obtained by the RST-
XS.s.

2.2. Part II - Powder characterization
Ten additional pharmaceutical powders were anal-
ysed using cells XS-Mr and XS-WL0: Filler 1B
(FMC Biopolymer); filler 1C (FMC Biopolymer);
filler 2B (Meggle); filler 2C (KERRY); filler 4 (JRS
PHARMA); binder 1B (Hovione); binder 2 (Hov-
ione); API 2 (Fagron GmbH & Co.); lubricant 1
(PETER GREVEN); and disintegrant 1(DUPONT
IE). Different grades of the same material are sig-
nalized with letters after the number that refers to
the material itself.

Following the selection of the adequate cells to
use in the first part, in this part, only cells XS-
Mr and XS-WL0 were used. The yield locus tests
performed in this part of the study were the same
tests as the ones described in Table 1 (n=1). Verti-
cal tensions for the wall yield locus tests performed
were applied in the range between 50 Pa and 2 kPa.
Each wall yield locus test was performed with five
repetitions in one go, so although only one test was
performed for each powder, the number of repeti-
tions is equivalent to n=5.

The experimental data was, once again, mathe-
matically treated according to Mehos [1].

2.3. Part III - Blend characterization
In the third part of this work, a set of five blends
with increasing concentration of API (from 0 % to
60 %m/m) were analysed with Schulze’s RST-XS.s
following the same procedure used in Part II.

The experimental data from the RST-XS.s was
treated mathematically according to Mehos [1] and
a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was ran in
order to better understand the existing relation-
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ships between the many parameters yielded on a
yield locus or a wall yield locus test.

The five blends were prepared in a
TURBULA® model T2F Shaker-Mixer at 32
rpm for 10 minutes. These blends were used
to produce a number of tablets under different
tableting conditions (varying turret and feeder
speed) using a Riva Piccola classica with module,
equiped with a forced feeder. A sample of 20
tablets from each condition was weighed and the
relative standard deviation was calculated in order
to find the relationship between weight oscillation
and the results obtained with RST-XS.s.

3. Results

3.1. Part I - Cell characterization

The following figures show the flow functions ob-
tained for the five powders tested with cell XS-Mr
(1(a)) and with cell XS-SV3 (1(b)).

The results obtained with cells XS-Mr (Figure
1(a)) and XS-SV3 (Figure 1(b)) show that the shear
cells do not yield the same results. In fact, cell XS-
SV3 yields smaller shear stresses. The reason for
this difference lies in the geometry of both cells and
in the different surface characteristics. Due to the
different surface of the lid of the XS-SV3 cell, the
shear zone develops in a different way and becomes
narrower within a shorter time. This results in a
decrease of the shear stress compared to cell XS-Mr
which has vanes at the lid.[11] In fact, Wang, et
al. (2021)[12] state that cell geometry has a bigger
impact on the results yielded for finer powders than
for coarse powders. As a consequence, shear cell
XS-SV3 yields results that correspond to a best-
case scenario.

Since FFC is given by the ratio σ1/σc, a flow
function at lower unconfined yield strengths (σc)
and major principal stresses (σ1) has lower FFC,
thus corresponding to a better flowability [13]. Ac-
cording to cell XS-SV3, filler 1A and binder 1A’s
flow functions are close to filler 2A’s. Cell XS-Mr,
on the other hand, yields higher flow functions for
these two powders, being now in the middle of API
1 and filler 2A. This suggests once more that Cell
XS-SV3 yields a best-case scenario.

It’s worth mentioning that the order in flowabil-
ity is maintained in both cells: API 1 having the
worst flowability, followed by binder 1A and filler
1A, which are very similar, filler 2A and the one
with the best flowability, filler 3. Thus, compar-
ative studies can be performed with both cells as
long as the same cell is used throughout the whole
study [2][11].

Complementary data from the output of the
equipment (bulk density, internal angle of friction)
using the two cells also shows the same trend,
decreasing from cell XS-Mr to cell XS-SV3.

Wall friction plots were obtained for each pow-
der using the experimental data obtained from cells
XS-WM and XS-SL0 combined. This plot is rep-
resented in Figure 2 with a linear XX axis and in
Figure 3 with a logarithmic XX axis.

(a) Cell XS-Mr

(b) Cell XS-SV3

Figure 1: Flow functions obtained with shear cells
XS-Mr and XS-SV3.

Regarding the results obtained with the Wall
Friction cells, it became clear that the decision of
which cell to use must take into consideration not
only the powder to be analyzed, but also the ade-
quate normal tension range to be applied.

The shaded area shows the lower limit of XS-
WM’s σw range (194Pa to 23kPa), which does not
comprise the initial part of the logarithmic plots,
only covered by XS-WL0 cell (σw range: 0Pa to
13kPa). It’s important to mention that some phar-
maceutical operations performed at a smaller scale
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than other industries have very small stresses as-
sociated [10], for example during the discharge of
hoppers where values of σ1 of less than 1kPa may
be reached at times. This causes a need to extrap-
olate the plot for lower σW values when XS-WM
wall friction cell is used.

Figure 2: Curve φX(σW ) obtained for each powder
with the data of cells XS-WM and XS-WL0 com-
bined. Linear scale on the σW axis.

Figure 3: Curve φX(σW ) obtained for each powder
with the data of cells XS-WM and XS-WL0 com-
bined. Logarithmic scale on the σW axis.

In fact, generally the normal stress existing at
the wall is considerably smaller than the major
stress in the bulk [2]. Further calculations showed
that the range of σW at the lab-scale and industrial
scale bins considered will not be higher than
1.513kPa, which is still in the range of tensions
that cell XS-WL0 can apply, but it will be lower
than 120Pa, which is no longer in the range of cell
XS-WM.

The mathematical treatment was applied to the
five powders analysed and filler 1A, binder 1A and
API 1 were predicted to have mass flow using the
experimental data obtained with cell XS-Mr and
with cell XS-SV3. These predictions were accurate

for the three powders and corresponded to reality
when flowing these powders through the lab-scale
bins.

At first, the values obtained with the data from
both cell XS-Mr and cell XS-SV3 predicted that
there would be arching in every hopper. After val-
idation, these predictions did not agree with ex-
perimental findings, so another point with a lower
pre-consolidation tension was measured using cell
XS-Mr (test 4 on Table 1). After obtaining the
lower point it became obvious that the measure-
ment made for test 1 shall be considered as an out-
lier, as shown in Figure 4. Since cell XS-SV3 has a
lower limit of appliable normal tensions of 275 Pa,
it wasn’t possible to perform test 4 with this cell.

Figure 4: Flow functions for filler 2A obtained with-
out test 4 (Standard) or with test 4 (Low).

Based on the new point from cell XS-Mr, the
model predicted funnel flow in all hoppers. After
validation, it was verified that there was indeed fun-
nel flow in the hoppers with vertical wall angles of
45◦ and 30◦, mixed flow in the hopper of 25◦ and
mass flow in the one of 15◦. The rathole diame-
ter, DF , was calculated, having the value of 4.1 cm.
This diameter is very close to the actual outlet di-
ameter of the validation funnels, which means that
the prediction is very close to experimental results.

For Filler 3, the prediction using data yielded
with cell XS-Mr was of funnel flow in all hoppers,
while the prediction using data from cell XS-SV3
was of mass flow. Once again it is evidenced that
cell XS-SV3 presents a best-case scenario. After val-
idation, it was verified that there was indeed funnel
flow in the hopper with vertical wall angle of 45◦,
mixed flow in the hoppers of 25◦ and 30◦, and mass
flow in the one of 15◦.
It is worth noticing that with any shear tester,

yield loci can be determined more accurately
for more cohesive powders than for free-flowing
ones, as would be the case of filler 3 and filler
2A, since the shear stresses are higher and thus
the yield locus lies at higher shear stresses, so
that small differences occurring from test to test
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have less (relative) influence on the size of the
unconfined yield strength stress circle and, thus, on
unconfined yield strength. Furthermore, for free- or
good-flowing materials often more extrapolation is
required to determine the unconfined yield strength
which increases the influence of fluctuation of the
individual shear points further. The result is the
tendency the less cohesive a material is, the more
the unconfined yield strength fluctuates from test
to test.[11]

The fit of the equation of Warren-Spring to the
experimental data was assessed and successful and
the prediction of the values of σ1 and σc had a very
reasonable accuracy and precision (deviation be-
tween the results from both reasonings in the range
of 10−6 to 10−2). This equation is essential in the
analysis and prediction of important parameters for
the design of silos (σ1, σc), which allow the good
design of silos, avoiding the risk of negatively im-
pacting the final product due to arching or funnel
flow problems.

The deviation between the results obtained in
this mathematical treatment and the results in-
cluded in the output of the equipment RST-XS.s
was also calculated and it was verified that the val-
ues of τc and σc are the ones that most deviate from
those obtained by the equipment (deviations in the
order of 10−2 to 10−1), while the σ1 values calcu-
lated via both reasonings used only had deviations
in the order of 10−5 − 10−3 (reasoning 1) and of
10−4 − 10−2 (reasoning 2).

The deviations in the values of τc and σc can be
explained due to the fact that the Warren-Spring
curve is being fitted to three points only and that
these three points are not in a low shear zone. This
way, there is a big extrapolation of the data in the
lower normal tensions zone, inducing a higher error
in these calculations. These values of σ1 however,
take into consideration two extra points – the cen-
ter of the circle and the pre-shear point. Having
the pre-shear point enter the calculations is very
important, since between each yield locus test, the
sample is sheared back to the steady state, in order
to ensure test reproductibility, thus the pre-shear
point is the reference point for the yield locus tests
made.

It was possible to notice a logarithmic correla-
tion between the values of the curvature coefficient,
n, and flowability. In fact, the lower the FFC, the
higher the value of n which is coherent with the lit-
erature [14]. It is worth mentioning that the more
cohesive a powder is, the more pronounced is the
curvature of the Warren-Spring curve and thus, the
more difficult is the fitting of the equation to the
three non-low shear data points. This way, the rep-
etition of these tests in future works is suggested,

with lower consolidating stresses and a higher num-
ber of data points. However, it must be noticed that
in practice, the way the tests are designed using
the RST-XS.s does not allow the user to perform a
great number of tests and obtain many points, since
the same sample is used throughout the whole set
of tests and slight physical degradation may occur
in each test due to the compression forces applied.
In the case where a normal tester is used, where one
point is obtained per sample, the problem lies with
the quantity of material used and a small quan-
tity of tests will be performed to not waste too
much of it. Therefore, there is an equilibrium to
be taken into account between the accuracy of the
Warren-Spring prediction of the cohesion and ten-
sile strength parameters and the amount of powder
used or its physical degradation.

Nevertheless, the equation presents a good fit to
the experimental data and may be used in the fu-
ture to predict the Mohr circles’ placement and the
values that may be calculated from them.

3.2. Part II - Powder characterization

A flow function at lower unconfined yield strengths
and major principal stresses has lower FFC, thus
corresponding to a better flowability [13]. This
way, looking at Figure 5, it is possible to see that
binder 1B presents the worst flowability, while
filler 3 is the one that flows easier. In fact, API
2 is the one that presents the worst flowability of
all 15 powders tested. However, it was removed
from Figure 5 due to its high values of σ1 and σc,
improving the resolution of the plot for the other
flow functions.

Effect of particle shape

Binder 1A, disintegrant 1 and filler 1A have elon-
gated particles, reaching considerably higher σ1

values for each pre-consolidation tension than the
other powders.The elongated particles tend to re-
orientate when subjected to normal tensions, af-
fecting force transmission and frictional behaviour.
These particles tend to orient themselves in flow-
direction, perpendicular to the major principal
stress’ direction, which allows for a higher com-
paction and, consequently, higher values of σ1.[15]
This effect is very evident in filler 1A, which has the
most elongated particles.

Azéma et al. [16] found that φE varies nearly
linearly with the elongation parameter, which is re-
lated to the aspect ratio, since there is an increase
in friction forces and contact orientations with the
increase of this parameter. Once again, this effect
is most visible in filler 1A.

These elongated particles show higher φX values,
with filler 1A having the highest values.

API 2 is the powder that exhibits the highest an-
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Figure 5: Flow functions obtained with cell XS-Mr for all powders tested except for API 2. The shaded
region of the plot separates the fillers from the other powders tested.

gles of internal friction of all the fifteen powders
tested, being the powder with stronger friction in
the bulk. This API is made of a fraction of elon-
gated angular particles and, as discussed before, the
higher the elongation factor, the higher the φE , as
well as the higher the level of angularity of a parti-
cle, the higher the φE [17][2]. Therefore, the shape
of API 2’s particles could explain the high values of
φE that this powder demonstrates.

Lubricant 1 has plate-like particles that have
both a polar and a lipophilic part. These particles
delaminate and the lipophilic part is oriented so
that waxy hydrophobic layers are formed. The
low-friction characteristic of this powder is due to
the weak links between the layers formed, allowing
them to slide relatively to each other. This also
allows the particles to coat adjacent particles when
making blends, which lowers the bulk and wall
friction of the blend as a whole. [18][19]

Effect of Particle size

Results show that the internal friction angles for
filler 2B, filler 4 and filler 1C are very similar (max-
imum deviation from average of 1.6%), which sug-
gests that particle size does not have a strong in-
fluence in the effective internal friction angle or at
least not in this size range. This conclusion is in
agreement with what was investigated by Liu, et
al. (2015) [20].

It was noticed that with the filler 1 powders there
is a trend where larger particles lead to lower fric-
tion angles. However, the inverse trend is observed

for the filler 2 powders.
Both binder 1B and API 2 stand out for having

higher unconfined yield strengths, followed by API
1 and lubricant 1. API 2 has the smallest particle
size of all the powders studied and its particles
are cristalline and angular, while binder 1B is also
composed of small-sized particles and its particles
have a shriveled surface. Having these irregular
surface shapes, adjacent particles can establish
a high number of interparticle contacts, which
results in an increase in unconfined yield strength
according to Johanson et al. [21], for small stresses.

Effect of fines content
A trend is seen among the filler 2 powders, where

an increase in finer particles content leads to an
increase in φE . This trend is in agreement with
the literature, which states that for powders with
particle sizes of smaller order (Pharmaceutical
powders, for example), generally, the increase in
fines content is unfavorable to flowability properties
[2], while for powders of larger particle sizes (sand,
for example), an increase in fines content leads to
a decrease in the internal friction angle. [22]

Mathematical treatment
The results for Bmin obtained for each powder

studied are presented in Table 2.

3.3. Part III - Blend characterization

Characterization
From blends 1 through 4 there is a gradual in-

crease in σc and in σ1, which was to be expected,
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Table 2: Bmin calculated for a hopper with a verti-
cal wall angle of 30◦.

Powder Bmin (cm)

Binder 1A 23.2

Binder 2 26.7

Binder 2A 105.6

Lubricant 1 46.2

Disintegrant 1 15.7

API 1 32.9

Sieved API 1 39.8

API 2 258.9

Filler 1A 27.9

Filler 1B 14.7

Filler 1C 9.9

Filler 3 3.3

Filler 4 3.4

Filler 2A funnel flow*

Filler 2B 6.5

Filler 2C 7.2

*Critical rathole diameter of 4.1 cm

since the quantity of API used (API 1) with a small
particle size and angular particles is increased and
the materials with best flowability were reduced.
Even though Blend 5 has the same amount of API
1 as Blend 3, its flow function is very similar to
that of Blend 4, which means that the replacement
of filler 3 for filler 1B and glidant 1 had a consider-
ably negative impact on flowability.

It is possible to observe an increase in bulk den-
sity from blends 1 to 4, which was to be expected,
since API 1 (ρb0=0.48 g/cm3)is one of the powders
tested with higher bulk density and higher com-
pressibility. Blend 5 however shows a great reduc-
tion in bulk density compared to Blend 3, which
comes from the substitution of filler 3 (ρb0=0.41
g/cm3) by filler 1B (ρb0=0.34 g/cm3) and glidant 1
(ρb0=0.048 g/cm3).

The wall friction angle was mostly unaffected by
the addition of API or the substitution of filler 3.

TheBmin values were calculated for all the blends
and are presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Bmin calculated for the blends for a hopper
with a vertical wall angle of 30◦.

Blend 1 2 3 4 5

Bmin (cm) 6.0 7.4 7.7 8.4 8.8

Tableting and weight variation

Figures 6 and 7 represent the standard deviations
associated with each batch produced. Both figures
represent the same set of data, but in different dis-
plays, to ease interpretation. In Figure 6, the RSD
is represented for each blend, varying in terms of
turret/feeder speed. In Figure 7, the RSD is repre-
sented for each condition, varying with the blends.

No patterns were detected in Figure 6, suggesting
that turret and feeder speed may have no influence
on tablet weight variation. However, in Figure 7,
there is a consistent increase in RSD from blends
2 to 4, suggesting that the increase in the content
of the poorly flowing API and, therefore, the in-
crease in bulk density and cohesion, does influence
the weight variation, increasing it. These findings
are coherent with the literature. [23]

In fact the relative standard deviations obtained
for the tablets weighed are very low, considering
that the European Pharmacopoeia states that when
performing a mass uniformity test, ”the tablets
comply with the requirements if not more than 1
individual mass is outside the limits of 85–115% of
the average mass. The tablets fail to comply with
the test if more than 1 individual mass is outside
these limits, or if 1 individual mass is outside the
limits of 75–125% of the average mass.” [24] In this
case, the highest absolute deviation of an individual
tablet’s weigh to the average mass is of 2.6%.

The low deviations suggest once again that the
blend used might be a good blend to produce tablets
with API 1. However, we must not discard the pos-
sibility of having had a better-than-average batch
of API 1. Therefore further studies should be made
on these formulations and API.

Figure 6: Relative standard deviation to the aver-
age tablet weight obtained for each tableting condi-
tion and each blend, varying the turret and feeder
speed for each blend.

4. Conclusions
Results from Part I showed that XS-Mr generates
higher cohesion values for powders than XS-SV3,
and the latter represents, in general, a best-case
scenario in terms of minimum orifice for powders to
flow. XS-WL0 wall friction shows to be more ade-
quate at smaller stresses, and therefore more repre-
sentative of smaller scale processes. Also, this cell
covers a wide range of compression tensions and
can be used also for large scale processes, being
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Figure 7: Relative standard deviation to the aver-
age tablet weight obtained for each tableting con-
dition and each blend, varying the blend for each
condition.

more versatile than XS-WM. Therefore, the most
adequate cells to analyse pharmaceutical powders
from the four cells studied are cell XS-Mr and cell
XS-WL0. It is important to mention that for com-
parative purposes of flowability characterization,
the same cells must be used throughout the whole
study, since the geometry of the cells impacts the
flow profile of the powder inside the cell. This dif-
ference particularly crucial when comparing cells
XS-Mr and XS-SV3, since their volumes are con-
siderably different, as well as the geometries in the
base and lid. Besides this, further studies should be
made with cell XS-Lr0 as well, to understand the
advantages of this cell over the two shear cells used.

The fit of the equation of Warren-Spring to the
experimental data was assessed and successful and
the prediction of the values of σ1 and σc had a very
reasonable accuracy. An accurate prediction of the
values of σc and σ1 was to be expected, since some
research has already been done on this topic and
had good results. However, in this work, it was seen
that the equation has a good fit to the data of not
only cohesive powders, but also free-flowing ones.
This equation can also be used to predict the val-
ues of cohesion (τc) and tensile strength (T ). For
these predictions to be accurate, more than three
compression points must be used to trace the yield
locus curve and approximate the curvature coeffi-
cient of the Warren-Spring equation. However, it
must be noticed that in practice, the way the tests
are designed using the RST-XS.s does not allow the
user to perform a great number of tests and obtain
many points. Therefore, there is an equilibrium be-
tween the accuracy of the Warren-Spring prediction
of the cohesion and tensile strength parameters and
the amount of powder used or its physical degrada-
tion.

In the second part of this work, it is proved that
flowability should not be evaluated only by the FFC
ratio, but should consider also other shear proper-
ties, wall shear parameters and particle shape and
size. It is also observed that the equipment yields
results that are coherent with the characteristics of

the powders tested and meet the expectations. In
further studies, the results obtained by mathemat-
ically treating the data in this section should be
validated by flowing the powders through hoppers,
as it was done in part I. However, this would imply
having a large quantity of all powders tested.

The adapted mathematical model was successfuly
adapted and can be used to compare the flowabil-
ity of powders in silos by comparison of Bmin, the
mininum outlet diameter of a hopper that allows
mass flow. This parameter is more adequate than
FFC to compare the flowability of powders in the
same hypothetical bin, since it takes into account
many factors that FFC does not, such as the inter-
nal friction angle or the wall friction. Nonetheless,
care should be taken when analysing the output of
the model, since it can also mean that there will
be arching or funnel flow. It is also necessary to
give an adequate input to the model, with at least
three data points. This chapter made it possible
to build a uniform database of flowability data for
pharmaceutical powders. This mathematical model
together with the Warren-Spring equation are use-
ful tools that were proved to be very useful in the
design of silos and hoppers.

Finally, in Part III, we see that using blends de-
signed for having excellent flowability characteris-
tics, such as the ones formulated for this work, has
a great impact on the flowability of the API con-
taining blends, decreasing the Bmin value for a hy-
pothetical hopper with a vertical wall angle of 30◦

from 32.91 cm (Bmin estimated for API 1) to 8.4
cm (Bmin estimated for Blend 4, which contains
the highest quantity of API). This part of the work
suggests that the formulations used might be indi-
cated for direct compression with this API, since
the blends showed great results in terms of rheolog-
ical tests (Blend 4, with the highest quantity of API
had results similar to those of Filler 2B) and and
weight variability tests (RSD values below 2.6%) .
However, it must be noticed that there might be
a chance that the batch of API 1 used was better-
than-average in terms of flowability. The quantifi-
cation of these characteristics is deserving of a more
thorough study, hence the author leaves as a sug-
gestion for further studies the investigation on API
1 and the use of the blends mentioned for formula-
tions with this API.
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